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Motivating example: Lane splitting
● Banned in many places because of 

intuitive safety concerns

However:
● Research fails to confirm 

lane splitting as hazardous

● Lane-splitting bans 
reduce traffic speed 

(M. Sperley, Motorcycle Lane-Sharing: Literature Review, 2010)(wikimedia.org)

Parallel to end-host path selection:
● Widespread intuition that unregulated end-host path selection causes damage through oscillation
● Many proposals for path-selection regulation systems which introduce overhead
● Little rigorous research on extent and effects of oscillation problem

General insight: If problem is never properly characterized, solution may be worse than the problem

Lane-splitting bans may
be more costly than
lane-splitting itself



Research question:
How exactly and by how much does oscillatory 
path selection decrease network performance?
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Research approach:
Inspiration from axiomatic approach by Zarchy et al. (SIGMETRICS’20)

➔ Previous analytical approaches
in congestion-control research may be suitable
for analysis or design of specific protocols…

axioms

… but not for the discovery of 
fundamental constraints of the design space
(e.g., achievable optima and trade-offs
with respect to different desirable properties)



Axiomatic approach: A simple example
1) Represent protocol behavior in single-bottleneck 

discrete-time model
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Capacity C

2) Assess protocol behavior w.r.t. axiom metrics
3) Identify fundamental constraints of the protocol behavior

α-efficiency: ∃ t’.  ∀t’ > t.  Σi cwndi(t) ≥ αC
Time t

Efficiency
level α = 0.5

Fundamental constraint: 
TCP Reno is 0.5-efficient. t’

(Zarchy et al.)



Axiomatic perspective on end-host path selection
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Capacity C
Capacity C
Capacity C

...

3) We test different policies for handling path switch in CC algorithm
→ Reset r of congestion window upon path switch
→ Function α(t) regulating congestion-window growth after path switch

2) We are interested in the worst-case effects of oscillatory path selection
→ Greedy path selection: Switch to least utilized path with given probability m
→ Sequential multi-path: Every sender uses only one path at a given moment
→ All paths have same capacity s.t. differences in load matter for attractiveness
→ Senders have same RTT, so their reactions are strongly correlated

1) We extend Zarchy et al.’s axiomatic CC approach 
to joint congestion control and path selection (MPCC)
→ Multiple bottleneck links available for selection



Characterization of path selection (Part 1)
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1) LLN-based approximation of stochastic process 
by expected dynamics

2) Identification of common oscillation pattern (P-step oscillation)
3) Derivation of dynamic equilibria produced by oscillation pattern

Lossless
equilibrium

Lossy
equilibrium



Characterization of path selection (Part 2)
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4) Rating of MPCC equilibria according to axiom metrics

5) Rating of underlying CC protocol in absence of path selection

6) Comparison of multi-path axiom scores and single-path axiom scores

(Lossless equilibrium)
(Lossy equlibrium)



Characterization of path selection (Part 3)
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7) Elicitation of insights from comparison-based analysis 
For example:

A high path-migration rate harms efficiency. 
However, a moderate migration rate is preferable to a very low migration rate. 

Efficiency change 
due to path selection

Migration rate

Modest migration rates
allow to improve efficiency
compared to no path selection

High migration rates
make path selection forcibly 
worse than no path selection

Efficiency changes 
achievable for 
varying resets r 
given m

For very low m,
only inefficient lossy
equilibria are possible 

Different policies for
cwnd growth after path switch



Characterization of path selection (Part 3)

7) Elicitation of insights from comparison-based analysis 
For example:

A high path-migration rate is associated with high fairness. 

(Un)fairness change 
due to path selection
(Low Δη = 
high fairness )

Migration rate

Cwnd variance as fairness metric

Scenario without path selection: 
Perfect fairness (Zarchy et al.)

Scenario with path selection: 
Markov process Best fairness for

highest migration rate



Characterization of path selection (Part 3)
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7) Elicitation of insights from comparison-based analysis 
For example

A high path-migration rate harms efficiency, loss avoidance and stability, 
but improves fairness. However, even for metrics that benefit from low migration,
a moderate migration rate is preferable to a very low migration rate. 

Path selection may worsen efficiency because the utilization plunge created
by loss is compounded with out-migration from the loss-experiencing path.

A hard reset of the congestion window upon path switch improves network stability, 
but harms efficiency.

etc.



Conclusion
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How exactly and by how much does oscillatory 
path selection decrease network performance?

Axiomatic
approach

α = 0.5

t’

Multi-path
extension

...

Equilibrium
characterization

Comparative
analysis

Central finding: 
Oscillation from path selection is not necessarily harmful!

For moderate migration rates, it is even preferable to no path selection at all.

Questions?


